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Innovative Technologies

Major Goals
• Implement a scalable and sustainable multi-institutional CI cloud
federation model that provides data analysis building blocks (DIBBs)
in support of multiple research disciplines requiring flexible workflows
and analysis tools for large-scale data sets.
• Support seven strategic science use cases from intentionally diverse
disciplines to demonstrate the potential of a federated cloud as a
campus bridging paradigm. Explore data analysis techniques.

Advances in Science

• UB developed a new framework for Federated XDMoD with data
from independent XDMoD installations collected and displayed by a
master federated XDMoD instance. Application is to general HPC use
as well as clouds, with Aristotle being the first installation. Alpha
testing is underway and a prototype cloud realm using Eucalyptus
data from all 3 sites will be available at the master XDMoD instance in
Q4 2017).
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• Encourage and reward data analysis resource sharing with a new
allocations and accounting model that provides a fair exchange
mechanism for resource access between and across multiple
institutions. Develop and build a new tool for cloud metrics in Open
XDMoD that features QBETS statistics to make online forecasts of
future performance and allocation levels available to users.
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A Cloud-Based Framework for Visualization and Analysis of Big
Geo Data (V. Chandola et al.) – UB created general purpose scripts to
dynamically generate Spark clusters on UB’s Lake Effect cloud and
deployed an interactive 3D interface for public use (presented at Big
Spatial 2016 Conference and Advances in Virtual Globe Technology
Using NASA World Wind Meeting).
After running scalability tests on
Red Cloud at Cornell, researchers
ran the change detection model on
200 years of climate simulation
outputs. The results are currently
being interpreted with expert
knowledge corroboration.
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• Installed Year 1 hardware at the 3 federation sites: Cornell (CU),
University at Buffalo (UB), and UC Santa Barbara (UCSB). Hardware
will be augmented each year of the grant, including Ceph storage.
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• The team launched the Aristotle Cloud Federation portal at
federatedcloud.org and is documenting tools and best practices.
• Use case scientists are running production instances and producing
initial results by leveraging CU Red Cloud allocations and accounting
software while the Aristotle team develops redistributable building
blocks. Usage data from UB and UCSB is ingested into the new main
database with a REST API developed by UB with CU scripts.
• Globus Authentication is being implemented for a better interface to
XSEDE and the HPE Eucalyptus console.

1st NSF Data Infrastructure Building Blocks Workshop (DIBBs17), Jan. 11-12, 2017, Arlington, VA
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• UB completed a redesign of the XDMoD data warehouse with ETL
infrastructure to store and report cloud metrics.
• UCSB developed a stand-alone version of QBETS for batch queue
systems in addition to AWS spot-price prediction capabilities (HPC
2016 Symposium). Explored use of QBETS as a wait time prediction
tool through comparison with historical XSEDE wait time data. QBETs
provided reliable wait time upper bounds indicating its potential
capability as a tool for XSEDE/Aristotle users to achieve optimal time
to science by selecting the resource with the smallest wait times.
• The Aristotle team investigated the capabilities of Cornell CS
Supercloud technology. It enables users to migrate VMs across
platforms. A VM was migrated between Red Cloud and Jetstream.
The Cornell CS team
also provided a live
demonstration of a VM
migrating
between
Red Cloud, Amazon
Web Services, Google
Compute Engine, and
Microsoft Cloud.

Mapping Transcriptome Data to Metabolic Models of Gut
Microbiota (A. Douglas, N. Ankrah, J. Luan, B. Barker et al.) –
Cornell developed Windows instances and simulated symbiont
metabolism on Red Cloud. Results were presented at the 6th Annual
Conference on Beneficial Microbes, including how the metabolism of
whitefly symbionts are co-evolved and how whitefly bacteriocyte acts
as a sink for NH3 and facilitates symbiont N recycling for EAA
production through shared biosynthetic pathways. The initial
transcriptomic analysis pipeline will be completed with batch
parallelization handled by a newly developed Docker container runner.
Multi-Sourced Data Analytics to Improve Food Production and
Security (C. Krintz, K. McCurdy, R. Wolski et al.) – UCSB
researchers and students used a new, non-parametric time series
analysis technique to analyze Electrical Conductivity soil moisture
holding data on Aristotle. They discovered that grape crops at the
Sedgwick Reserve were being overwatered by 66% and adjusted the
watering schedule to save this valuable resource and increase yields.

The UCSB Where’s the Bear (WTB) project uses IoT sensors
(cameras), an Edge Cloud, and the Aristotle back-end cloud or public
cloud to automatically and accurately classify over 200,000 animal
images per month. Researchers used Aristotle to train a Google
TensorFlow model on stock images from Google’s image catalogue.
This machine learning solution allows only images of interest to be
transferred. Uses include determining the number of deer hunting
licenses to issue, understanding animal response to drought, and
contributing to eMammal, a Citizen Science project.

